
















Agent cards
Agent cards represent operatives a player commands in 
the �ght against Dominus.

1. Agent name - usually a secret alias or codename
2. Health - this is your agent’s max health. Every time 

an Agent su�ers damage, remove health tokens 
from that Agent equal to the amount of damage 
su�ered. When an Agent’s health reaches zero, the 
Agent is defeated. 

3. Special Ability - this is your Agent’s Special Ability. 
Special abilities are free actions (see Free actions on 
page 10-11) 

4. Inactive Side - when an Agent’s turn is completed, 
the Agent �ips their Agent card face down. All Agent 
cards are �ipped face up during the Clean-up phase. 

Division Cards
This is the Division 
of which you are the 
commander. It’s up to 
you to give the orders to 
your agents.

1. Name - Division 
Name

2. Once-Per-Game 
Special Ability 
May be used once 
per game as a free 
action.

Weapon & Gear cards

Weapon   and Gear   cards can be gained by 
resolving location abilities, or by means of other game 
e�ects. Gained cards go in the player’s hand, and then 
they can be immediately played to become equipped. A 
player can discard an equipped card at any time during 
the game

Most cards have a “use e�ect”. These cards are printed 
with an 1-4 ammo  icons (on Weapon cards) or 1-4 
gear  icons (on Gear cards).

The cards enter in play with their maximum number 
of uses available printed on the upper border of the 
card. Every time you spend one use, you rotate the card 
counterclockwise, so that the number of uses remaining 
is right side up. This indicates the number of remaining 
uses on the top-most border of the card. After spending 
the last remaining use, the card is immediately 
discarded.  (For example, the Night Stick can be used 
to attack 4 times until it’s discarded and the Medpack is 
discarded after being used twice.)

Cards having a “permanent effect”. These cards have no 
icons indicating the number of uses available, and they 
are discarded by specific game effects.

Equipping your Agents. Each active Agent may only have 
1 Weapon and 1 Gear card equipped at one time. If your 
Agent has an equipped card when you choose to equip 
a Weapon or Gear card from your hand, you must first 
discard from play the card you want to replace. At this 
point, you can play the new Weapon (or Gear) card from 
your hand. The new card is now equipped. A maximum of 
1 Weapon and 1 Gear may be held in the player’s hand as 
reserve.
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Reference

Stealth Ability - Any Zone with all spaces occupied are 
blocked and cannot be entered by Agents unless they 
have the Stealth ability. This Stealth ability allows an 
Agent to move into a Zone without actually being on the 
Zone space. The Agent is placed next to that space on 
the Zone Card and for all intents and purposes is in that 
space.  

Intel Card Pool - Players may have 3 Intel cards at any 
time. This is the Division (Player’s) Intel Pool. These are 
the cards a player will choose from to initiate a hack or 
use the Intel special ability.  Up to three may be used for a 
hack attempt. (See Hacking on page 11).

a. When Robot Dominus moves through, or ends its 
movement in a zone with Agents, each agent in that 
zone su�ers damage equal to the value shown on 
the current Robot Dominus card.

b. When Robot Dominus moves through, or ends its 
movement in a zone with a Mission token, discard 
that Mission token to draw a Mission card and 
resolve its Fail e�ect.

c. When Robot Dominus moves through, or ends its 
movement in a zone with Agents having an active 
Mission, these Missions are automatically failed, and 
their Fail e�ect is immediately resolved.

d. When Robot Dominus exits the board from one 
side, it re-enters from the opposite side.

Act II - Dominus phase
When all Agents have completed their turn, the game 
moves to Act II Dominus phase. Players resolve in order 
the following steps:

1. Advance the Metal Dawn token on the Metal Dawn 
track by 1.

2. All Units on the board activate and attack their 
current zones (as in Act I).

Act II - Clean-up phase
After resolving the Dominus phase, if the world wasn’t 
ended by Dominus, players receive a full clean-up 
phase, resolved as per rules of Act I. The game then 
continues with a new Agent phase.

After resolving the Dominus phase, if the world wasn’t 
ended by Dominus, players receive a full clean-up 
phase, resolved as per rules of Act I except for Check 
Hacked Codes (since they’re already hacked!). The game 
then continues with a new Agent phase.

Gameplay continues until one of the following occurs: 

Robot Dominus su�ers damage equal to its current 
health value and is destroyed. Players immediately win 
the game! (Huzzah!)

OR

The Metal Dawn token advances on the Metal Dawn 
track until it reaches the space marked with Metal Dawn. 
Players immediately lose the game!

OR

If after an Agent is defeated, there are no Agents left 
in the Agent reinforcement pool to replace that agent, 
players immediately lose the game!

Read aloud when Dominus is defeated
Congratulations!!!
Nobody said taking down the world’s strongest AI entity 
would be easy, but somebody had to do it. And that 
somebody was you! Billions of people may be unaware 
just how close they came to death, but those that realize 
the severity of the threat heap accolades on your cunning 
and powerful team. With Dominus destroyed, your sincere 
hope is that the right precautions will be taken in the 
future. You may have won this round, but at the rate that 
technology advances, you may not be so lucky next time – 
who knows what terrifying AI lurks just around the corner? 
Bask in your glorious achievement for now and time will 
tell if humanity has learned its lesson...
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